The issue of identifying stratigraphic units within a sedimentary succession is of prime importance for reservoir studies, because it allows splitting the reservoir into several units with specific parameters, thus reducing the vertical nonstationarity in simulations. A new method is proposed for semi-automatic determination of the sedimentary units from well logging that uses a customized geostatistical hierarchical clustering algorithm. A new linkage criteria derived from the Ward criteria (cluster minimum variance) is proposed to enforce the monotonic increase of dissimilarities. The discretized proportion of sand lithofacies calculated from the vertical proportion curve of the well is taken as input data. At each step of the procedure, the algorithm merges the most similar of two consecutive units of sand lithofacies, ensuring stratigraphic consistency. Finally, the number of units is deduced from the first most important step of the dissimilarity. The user can investigate a larger number of units by considering the clusters with lower levels of dissimilarities. The method is validated using two synthetic cases built for a fluvial meandering reservoir analog containing three and five units. The results from the synthetic cases show that the units are identified when the sand proportion contrast between units is larger than the internal variability within the units. For low sand contrasts between units or for a small number of wells, sedimentary unit limits may be found for lower clustering dissimilarities. Finally, the method is successfully applied to a field study, where the resulting cluster units are found to be comparable to the field interpretation, suggesting a limit between units defined by paleosols rather than close overlying lacustrine levels.
. Romary et al. (2015) introduced the geostatistical hierarchical clustering (GHC) algorithm, which is an adaptation of the multivariate classical hierarchical clustering method to regionalized data.
The main purpose of this paper is to present a new automatic method for determining sedimentary units by developing a simplified version of the GHC dedicated to the vertical distribution of sand along sedimentary successions (well logging, core data or field sections). First, the GHC algorithm is presented, as well as its adaptation to one-variable well data, namely, the sand proportion. Then, it is applied to synthetic and field data from meandering systems that present a high spatial heterogeneity of sand bodies. The influence of well density on the clustering results is evaluated for sequences with low and high sand concentration contrasts based on two synthetic cases built with the Flumy ® software (MINES ParisTech, ARMINES 2016), a stochastic process-based model that allows reproducing complex architectures of meandering fluvial deposits. Field data are used to estimate the influence of the interval thickness of the sand proportion curve on the clustering results. Finally, the method is discussed with respect to its potential as an automated detection method of stratigraphic units from limited data and contrast between units.
Method 2.1 Hierarchical Clustering Overview
Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique that consists of grouping similar data into clusters. Only clustering techniques that assign each data element to only one cluster will be considered here. Among these algorithms, partitioning clustering algorithms (e.g., k-means) require prior knowledge of the dataset, as the number of resulting clusters is decided prior to clustering. Hierarchical clustering uses an ascending agglomerative approach for aggregating elements step-by-step into clusters. Such algorithms, combined with a spatial connectivity constraint, ensure that elements belonging to the same cluster are spatially close (Romary et al. 2015) . This neighborhood capability is the reason why this technique will be considered in this paper.
In hierarchical clustering, the initial data element dissimilarity (generally called "distance") is calculated from one or several element properties. At the beginning of the algorithm, each element is classified as a single cluster. Then, at each iteration, the two most similar clusters are merged forming a new cluster, and the distances from the other clusters to the new one are updated. The algorithm stops when all the elements are classified into one cluster. This procedure is strictly consistent in the sense that only one new cluster is formed at each step, and the data elements are never mixed. It is therefore possible to draw an exact scheme describing the order of mergers with the measure of their dissimilarity. Moreover, some dissimilarity update techniques ensure that dissimilarities are monotonically increasing (ultrametric property) (Milligan 1979) . Figure 1 illustrates a dendrogram of such a synthetic hierarchical clustering example as well as its variant, the associated cluster dissimilarity graph. The dendrogram ( Fig. 1a) is read from the bottom to the top. Each vertical segment represents Clustering steps Dissimilarity (b) Cluster dissimilarities (a) Dendrogram   Fig. 1 Example of a a dendrogram and b its variant, the graph of cluster dissimilarities a cluster, and the horizontal segment joining the tops of two vertical segments corresponds to their merging into a new cluster. The elevation of this horizontal segment corresponds to the dissimilarity between the two merged clusters. At each step, the two most similar clusters are merged, and their dissimilarity is plotted step-by-step on the cluster dissimilarity graph (Fig. 1b) .
Three components should be defined to perform hierarchical clustering: (1) the input variables used for calculating the initial element dissimilarities. Variables may be multidimensional (Fouedjio 2016; Parks 1966) , continuous or categorical (Romary et al. 2015) ; (2) the initial element dissimilarity formula (distance calculation). It is computed at the first step of the algorithm-see Eq. (1); and (3) the linkage criteria that define the technique for updating the intercluster distance (if clusters contain more than one element). It is computed at each step of the algorithm-see Eq.
(2). Romary et al. define the general initial distance formula between two elements x i and x j (represented by their p variables) by
where p is the number of input variables, x (k) i is the value of the variable k for the element x i , d (k,l) 
j ) is the coupled distance between the value x (k) i and the value x (l) j , and ω k,l is the weight to be applied to the coupled distance d (k,l) 
Therefore, this general distance calculation is a weighted sum of coupled distances.
The Lance and Williams formula (Lance and Williams 1967) is a unique recurrence formula that permits updating the intercluster distance when merging two clusters. This generic formula addresses a large family of linkage criteria, including maximum, minimum and average distances or minimum variance (respectively named "complete", "single", "average" and "Ward's" linkage criteria). See Milligan (1979) for details on the criteria. The recurrence formula is computed as
where d k(i j) is the updated distance between a cluster k and the new cluster created by merging clusters i and j, d i j is the distance between clusters i and j, and α i , α j , β and γ are parameters calculated once at startup and then at every step according to the required linkage criteria. Under the following conditions
the recurrence formula ensures that dissimilarities are monotonically increasing, resulting in merging clusters that present increasing dissimilarities.
Clustering Under a Connectivity Constraint
The method proposed in this paper is based on the GHC (Romary et al. 2015) . The spatial aspect of the dataset is usually addressed by adding the coordinates as input variables for the initial distance calculation. Romary et al. have preferred adding a connectivity constraint to classical hierarchical clustering for merging two clusters. Hence, in GHC, a fourth component is necessary: the connectivity graph given by a connectivity matrix. The general form of the connectivity matrix C is
where c i j 1 if elements i and j are connected; c i j 0, otherwise. The GHC procedure can be presented in the following algorithmic form:
1. Compute the initial distances between all the elements (one element one cluster), 2. Find the two connected clusters with the minimal distance and merge them, 3. Update the distances between the new cluster and all other clusters using the recurrence formula for the chosen linkage criteria, 4. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until all the elements belong to one cluster (or until clusters cannot be merged anymore because they are not connected).
Note that because of the constraint on connectivity, connected clusters to be merged at a given iteration are not necessarily the most similar. It follows that having increasing dissimilarities when merging clusters is not guaranteed whatever the linkage criteria and its ultrametric property.
Adaptation of the GHC to Well Data
Well data information can vary from continuous (well logging) to discontinuous (lithofacies). In the present paper, the heterogeneity of vertical facies is described from its sand proportion, which is of primary importance in reservoir studies and flow simulations. The stratigraphic description of the sand proportion in a well (or field section) is performed by splitting well data into a succession of intervals of a given thickness. Each interval (x i indexed upwards) contains only one variable, the sand proportion (sand i ). The initial cluster distance between x i and x j is defined from Eq. (1) as a simple square difference of sand proportions d x i , x j sand i − sand j 2 , where ω 1. To group well intervals into units composed of contiguous intervals, a connectivity constraint is added c i j 1, if i j + 1 or j i + 1, c i j 0, otherwise. Several linkage criteria have been compared with respect to: (1) smoothing the evolution of dissimilarities, (2) the ultrametric property of dissimilarities, and (3) the large contrast between the last few mergers' dissimilarities and the first steps. The linkage criteria that achieved the best results is a variant of the Ward's criteria (minimum variance). The coefficients used in the Lance and Williams formula (Milligan 1979) for the Ward's criteria are
where n i refers to the number of elements in cluster i. It is easy to discern from Eq. (5) that these coefficients satisfy the conditions of Eq. (3), ensuring the monotonic increase of the dissimilarity index after each clustering step. Unfortunately, when adding the connectivity constraint, the ultrametric property of dissimilarities is no longer guaranteed. This desirable property has been obtained in practice by modifying Ward's criteria, inverting the sign of the β coefficient in Eq. (5), into the criteria called "Ward+" ∝ i n i + n k n i + n j + n k ∝ j n j + n k n i + n j + n k β n k n i + n j + n k γ 0.
This modification also satisfies the conditions of Eq.
(3) and results in enforcing the ultrametric property. However, it should be noted that the monotonic increase of dissimilarities is not always ensured, as the following counterexample shows. Consider a vertical proportion curve (details in Sect. 3.3) composed of four levels with sand proportions (20%, 20%, V , 10%), with V > 20%. The first two levels at 20% will initially be merged (0 dissimilarity); then, they will be merged with the third level, and then they will finally be merged with the last level. For V 40%, the last two dissimilarities are increasing (0.053 to 0.068); for V 50%, they are equal (0.120, 0.120); but for higher V (60%), they are decreasing (0.213 to 0.188).
An advantage of the hierarchical clustering is that each step of the algorithm is recorded, making it possible to visualize the successive clustering steps. This allows selecting the most dissimilar clusters by "cutting" the dendrogram at a high dissimilarity index. This is facilitated using the Ward+ criteria since the last dissimilarity steps tend to be much larger than the previous ones, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the following, the adaptation of the GHC is named GHC ward+ .
Material

Loranca Meandering Succession
The continental succession of the Loranca alluvial fan ( Fig. 3 ) has been extensively studied because of its excellent outcropping conditions that allow detailed studies of the sedimentary facies and fine spatial correlations at a kilometric scale (Daams et al. 1996; Diaz-Molina et al. 1985; Martinius 2000) . The lower-Miocene deposits are dominated by meandering fluvial deposits in the Huete area. These correspond to the distal part of a large alluvial fan that extended over more than 100 km in length ( Fig. 3a) . The excellent quality of its outcrops provides a unique opportunity to describe the architectural elements along a 95 m thick fluvial meandering succession (Fig. 3b , c) (Cojan et al. 2006 (Cojan et al. , 2009 Martinius 2000) .
Paleohydrological reconstruction of the fluvial system, based on point bar dimensions, indicates a bankfull channel depth of 3 ± 0.5 m that does not vary significantly along the considered stratigraphic interval (Cojan et al. 2006; Diaz-Molina et al. 1985; Weill et al. 2013 ). The meandering system developed mature meander bends as indicated by the lateral extension of point bar migration sets and the frequent oxbow deposits attesting to meander neck cut-offs. The northwest paleo-flow direction remained stable along the studied interval.
The clustering tests are conducted on eight sections measured along the left and right banks of the Rio Major, a few kilometers north of the town of Huete. These are distributed over a domain of 4 × 4.5 km 2 (Fig. 3b ). Sections are measured in the field with a precision of 0.10 m. Sections are physically correlated in the field based on two sets of lacustrine beds (≈ 25 m, ≈ 57 m) that are observed on both sides of the Rio Major Valley (Fig. 3c ). These lacustrine beds are considered paleohorizontal reference surfaces used to flatten the field sections before the clustering analysis in order to remove subsequent tectonic deformation.
In the Huete area, the meandering fossil fluvial succession is composed of sandy facies, fine grained alluvium and lacustrine carbonate or organic-rich fine-grained sediments. Paleosols developed regardless of the facies. Sandy facies correspond to oblique point bar sets and bedded crevasse splay deposits. Channelized deposits often present pebble to coarse sand lags below the point bar sets that are composed of finingupward medium-to fine-grained sand. Crevasse splay beds of large lateral extension (up to 100 m) show a sharp contact with the underlying fine-grained deposits and are composed of finer sand than the point bar facies. Silty facies are associated with either crevasse splays or levees, and fine-grained material corresponds to overbank alluvium and shallow lake deposits (mainly carbonate and organic material) ( Fig. 3c ).
Based on the relationship between the channelized sandy deposits and the lacustrine beds that could be correlated, the succession is divided into three units. The lower unit (0-25 m) comprises some stacked point bars isolated in thick overbank alluvium, with fairly low sand proportion (11.3%). The middle one (25-57 m) is composed of amalgamated, even truncated point bar deposits resulting in an interval with a higher sand proportion (36.8%). The upper unit (57-95 m) is made of isolated point bars disseminated within shaly to clay-rich overbank alluvium that contains secondary gypsum, in which the sand proportion is lower (22%). The limit between units 1 and 2 has been placed at a carbonate rich lacustrine bed, in an interval with several paleosols. The limit between units 2 and 3 corresponds to the upper limestone lacustrine bed selected in a 5 m thick interval containing several lacustrine beds. Some uncertainty in the correlation may exist when vegetation cover did not permit a precise physical correlation. The thickness of unit 2 is relatively constant along the measured sections, making the flattening process consistent when using the lacustrine beds as reference surfaces.
Synthetic Cases
Synthetic cases are built using Flumy software. Flumy provides realistic reservoir simulations by reproducing the main processes associated with meandering systems and the corresponding deposits (Lopez 2003; Lopez et al. 2008 ): (1) channel migration that results in sandy point bar deposits along the meander inner bank, and mud or sand plugs into abandoned meander loops (following the channel or neck cut-off), (2) aggradation that generates pebbly channel lag at the bottom of the channel, silty levee deposits close to the channel banks and overbank alluvium further away in the floodplain, and (3) levee breaches that build sandy to silty crevasse splay deposits, sometimes producing an avulsion that leads to a new channel path and to the abandonment of the old channel (this being filled with sand or fine-grained sediments). Simulation results are stored in a three-dimensional block informed with facies and the associated grain size.
When running a simulation, domain size, grid resolution and flow direction are chosen by the user. Simulation parameters are determined to reproduce the desired sand proportion using channel depth and sand-body lateral extension corresponding to those inferred from the data. During a simulation, input parameters can be changed to produce successive units of given characteristics (e.g., channel depth, sand proportion or sand body extension). At the end of the simulation, the simulated three-dimensional block contains a set of pillars, each vertically informed with the successive deposits (minimum of thickness of 0.01 m). The whole three-dimensional block or a selection of wells (automatically extracted from the block) can be exported with a chosen discretization interval for further analysis.
The two synthetic cases are multi-unit simulations, performed with parameters close to those of the Loranca field case study: a domain grid size 18 km 2 (4 × 4.5 km 2 ), mesh 50 m, and channel bankfull depth 3 m. The first synthetic case consists of three depositional units of contrasted thickness and sand proportion (unit 1-35 m, sand proportion 64.6%; unit 2-15 m, 45.5%; unit 3-35 m, 71%). The second synthetic case is made of a succession of five units showing less contrast in thickness and sand proportion than in the first synthetic case (unit 1-20 m, sand proportion 48.4%; unit 2-10 m, 45.1%; unit 3-20 m, 32.7%; unit 4-15 m, 41.9%; unit 5-15 m, 61%). For each synthetic case, three data sets are exported using a 1 m discretization interval: (1) the whole simulated block comprising 7200 pillars, (2) 20 wells regularly distributed over the simulation domain (Fig. 4a) , and (3) 8 wells located along two lines, mimicking roughly the location of sections from Loranca (Fig. 4b) . 
The Vertical Proportion Curve
A practical tool for the visualization of the vertical heterogeneity of facies is the vertical proportion curve (VPC), as shown in Fig. 5 (Armstrong et al. 2011; Ravenne et al. 2002) . It displays the vertical variability of the proportions of lithofacies in wells and provides the first information about the reservoir structure. Successive intervals that display a strong contrast in the sand distribution indicate distinct sedimentary sequences within the considered stratigraphic interval, controlled either by tectonic, climate fluctuation or sea level variation.
VPC construction consists of dividing well data into intervals of a given thickness and then displaying the proportion of lithofacies within each interval (elevation is reported along the vertical axis). In Flumy, the interval thickness can be chosen by the operator. In the following, an interval of 1 m has been selected for the synthetic cases, and VPCs for three interval thicknesses (0.25, 0.5 and 1 m) have been computed for the eight field sections from Loranca basin. Sandy (point bar, sand plug and crevasse splay) and pebbly (channel lag) facies are grouped into the "sand lithofacies" category to be considered for the clustering process. VPCs are calculated for the sand lithofacies proportion along the entire simulated sedimentary succession, either from the whole three-dimensional block (named "Reference VPC" or VPC ref ) or from a given number of wells extracted from the three-dimensional block (named "8 wells VPC" or VPC 8w and "20 wells VPC" or VPC 20w ) or from the eight sections measured in the Loranca field.
Results
The two synthetic cases allow testing the GHC ward+ method on a VPC computed from the whole three-dimensional block information (VPC ref ) or a selected number of wells (VPC 20w , VPC 8w ) for two sets of multi-unit simulations. Loranca field data allow testing the GHC ward+ method on a fossil meandering succession with a limited set of sections and for different thickness of the discretization interval (0.25, 0.5 and 1 m).
First Synthetic Case: Contrasted Sand Proportion Between Units
The simulated units are easily identified on the reference VPC with three units ), in particular, the sharp drop or increase in the sand proportion that defines the unit limits, and the contrasted sand proportion from one unit to the other one that is greater than or equal to 20% (Fig. 6a) . Fluctuations in the sand proportion within each of the three units are in the range of 10%. Application of the GHC ward+ to the VPC ref-3u shows a large increase in the dissimilarity index for the last two mergers ( Fig. 6a ), suggesting a cut of the dendrogram before these two last steps, resulting in three cluster units. Stratigraphic limits of the cluster units at 36 m and 52 m are close to those of the simulated units (35 m and 50 m, respectively). The contrast in sand proportion between cluster units is 15% for the lower ones and greater than 20% for the upper ones. The sand proportion of the three cluster units is very close to those of the simulated units (Fig. 6a) . A lower but still significant increase in the dissimilarity index is observed for the last three mergers (4 CL units' scenario); for more mergers, the increase of the dissimilarity index is far more limited. The plot of the proposed cluster units for 4 and 5 CL units' scenarios shows that they correspond to fluctuation in the sand proportion within simulated units 1 and 3. The contrast in sand proportion between cluster units is then less than 10%.
The data from the 20-well case (Fig. 6b) show that the simulated units can be identified from the VPC (VPC 20w-3u ), but the limits are more difficult to locate because of the large amplitude of the fluctuations in the sand proportion along the VPC (approximately 20%). The results from the GHC ward+ indicate a sharp increase of the dissimilarity index before the last two mergers, suggesting three cluster units. The The VPC built with the 8-well data (Fig. 6c , VPC 8w-3u ) shows that identification of the simulated units encounters difficulty because of several fluctuations of large amplitude in the sand proportion (30 to 40%). The results from the GHC ward+ indicate a sharp increase of the dissimilarity index before the last two mergers, suggesting three cluster units. The limits are close to those obtained with the VPC 54 m) . A pattern similar to that observed with the VPC ref-3u is observed for the following mergers. The dissimilarity indexes of the next two mergers (4 and 5 CL units' scenarios) are very close and significantly lower than the previous ones. New cluster units that are identified are situated within simulated unit 1 (6 m and 28 m). The contrast in the sand proportion is very high (4 CL units, approximately 25%) to high (5 CL units, approximately 15%).
The results from this synthetic case show that the GHC ward+ succeeds in recognizing quite accurately the three simulated units, even when the number of wells is limited. The number of cluster units corresponds to the first sharp increase in the dissimilarity index. Previous smaller increases in the dissimilarity index correspond to sand proportion fluctuations within the three simulated units. Depending on the number of wells, these fluctuations are identified in one or the other simulated units.
Second Synthetic Case: Less Contrasted Sand Proportion Between Units
The five units' simulation comprises four lower units (units 1 to 4) with the contrast in the sand proportion between units below 10% (unit 1 to 2: 9.3%; unit 2 to 3: 7.8%; unit 3 to 4: 6.7%), and the upper one (unit 5) with a higher contrast (unit 4 to 5: 23.2%). The reference VPC (Fig. 7a, VPC ref-5u ) shows trends rather than contrasts between units. The lower limit of unit 5 can be easily identified because of the high contrast in the sand proportion with the underlying unit (more than 20%). The upper limit of unit 1 is more difficult to locate (the contrast with the overlying unit 2 is 9.3%). The limits of other units cannot be correctly selected due to the difficulty of disentangling the simulated unit limits from the fluctuations within a simulated unit-which are all in the range of 5 to 10% (Fig. 7a) .
The application of the GHC ward+ to the VPC ref-5u shows a large increase in the dissimilarity index for the last two mergers (Fig. 7a ), suggesting a cut of the dendrogram before these two last steps, which results in three cluster units. The top limits of the first two cluster units (22 m and 67 m) are close to those of simulated units 1 and 4 (20 m and 65 m, respectively). The contrast in the sand proportion between cluster units is 15% for the lower ones and more than 20% for the upper ones. A lower but still significant increase in the dissimilarity index is observed for the last three and four mergers (4 and 5 CL units' scenarios). Then, for the other mergers, the increase of the dissimilarity index is far more limited. The new limits identified for the 4 CL units' scenario (53 m) and 5 CL units' scenario (33 m) correspond approximately to those of simulated unit 4 (50 m) and simulated unit 2 (30 m), respectively. The contrast in the sand proportion between cluster units is approximately 10%. The sand proportions of the cluster units are very close to those of the simulated units (Fig. 7a) . The VPC built with the 20-well data (VPC 20w-5u ) shows high amplitude fluctuations that are superposed on a sand content that decreases along the first part of the simulated deposits, and then it increases up to the top of the simulation (Fig. 7b) . Some of the simulated unit limits cannot be selected from the VPC 20w-5u . The application of the GHC ward+ to the VPC 20w-5u shows a large increase in the dissimilarity index for the last two mergers (Fig. 7b ), suggesting a cut of the dendrogram before these last two steps, which results in three cluster units. The top limits of the cluster units (23 m and 66 m) are close to those of simulated units 1 and 4, as in the VPC ref-5u . The increase in the dissimilarity index is significant but lower for the last three to four mergers. The new limit identified for the 4 CL units' scenario (48 m) is close to that of the simulated unit 3. Conversely, the new limit identified for the 5 CL units' scenario (59 m) corresponds to an intra-unit fluctuation in the sand content (Fig. 7b) .
For the 8-well data case, high amplitude fluctuations characterize the shape of the VPC (VPC 8w-5u ), with an interval of lower sand content in the middle part of the section (35-55 m), suggesting three main units (Fig. 7c) . The results from the GHC ward+ indicate a sharp increase of the dissimilarity index before the last two mergers, also suggesting three cluster units. The top limits between the cluster units (33 m and 54 m) are close to the limits of simulated unit 3 (bottom limit: 30 m, top limit: 50 m). A pattern similar to that of the VPC ref-5u and VPC 20w-5u is observed for the following mergers. The dissimilarity indexes of the next two mergers (4 to 5 CL units' scenarios) are very close and significantly lower than the previous ones. The new limits identified for 4 and 5 CL units' scenarios (66 m and 22 m) are close to the top limit of simulated unit 4 (65 m) and simulated unit 2 (30 m), respectively. The units' pattern identified with five clusters is very close to that of the simulated units. The contrast between the sand proportions of the different cluster units is, in fact, slightly consolidated for the three cluster units, resulting in a lower sand proportion in cluster unit 3 (24.1%) than in simulated unit 3 (28.9%), and a higher one in cluster unit 4 (51.2%) instead of 42.7% in simulated unit 4. This is inherent for the cluster method, which favors contrasts between units.
The results from this synthetic case show that the GHC ward+ succeeds in recognizing quite accurately the simulated units when the sand proportion contrast between units is greater than 10%, even from the 8-well data set. For lower sand contrasts between units, high amplitude fluctuations in the VPC may be difficult to disentangle from unit limits with a limited set of data. As shown in this case study, a smaller set of wells can yield better results. With a low number of wells and a complex stratigraphic architecture, the number of units may be found at lower levels of dissimilarity.
Loranca Case Study
The application of the GHC ward+ algorithm to the Loranca VPC computed using a 1-m interval (VPC loranca-1 m ) shows a large step in the cluster dissimilarity (Fig. 8a ) before the last two points, indicating that the sedimentary succession could be split into three units. The top limits between the cluster units (19 m and 51 m) ( Fig. 8a) are 6 m below those proposed from the field study (25 m and 57 m). The shift in the stratigraphic elevation of the cluster unit's top limits results in a higher sand proportion for the lower unit (29.1% instead of 11.3%) and the upper unit (28.7% instead of 22.0%), and a very close value for the middle unit (37.9% instead of 36.8%). A significant but far lower increase in the dissimilarity index is still observed for the last three to six (Fig. 8a) . The new limits identified in 4 and 5 CL units' scenarios (37 m and 84 m) correspond to sand proportion fluctuations within the sedimentary unit 2 and unit 3, respectively.
The results obtained for finer VPC intervals (0.5 m-VPC loranca-0.5 m , and 0.25 m-VPC loranca-0.25 m ) (Fig. 8b, c, respectively) are exactly the same for the first set of clusters. The stratigraphic elevation of the top limit of the lower cluster unit is comparable (19 m for VPC loranca-1 m , 18.5 m for VPC loranca-0.5 m and 18.75 m for VPC loranca-0.25 m ). Cluster units corresponding to high frequency fluctuations are the same within sedimentary unit 2 (37 m for VPC loranca-1 m , 37.5 m for VPC loranca-0.5 m and VPC loranca-0.25 m ). On the other hand, GHC ward+ identifies different subunits for sedimentary unit 3 (84 m for VPC loranca-1 m and VPC loranca-0.5 m , 75.5 m for VPC loranca-0.25 m ). The results from the application of the GHC ward+ algorithm to the data set of eight sections from the Loranca field study show that the main stratigraphic units are easily identified from a limited set of data. Identification of the higher frequency sand proportion fluctuations can be influenced by the thickness of the VPC interval.
In comparison with the facies succession, the limits proposed by the GHC ward+ algorithm are nearly 5 m below the proposed limits from the field observation. During the field study, upper limits of unit 1 and unit 2 are defined in the same way. They correspond to the first lacustrine bed overlying an interval that displays several paleosols. Thus, the limits proposed by the GHC ward+ algorithm correspond to the hiatus associated with pedogenesis in the lowland of the floodplain as a significant surface during sedimentation. One can conclude that the proposed methodology provides a first estimate on the reservoir sedimentary structure even when having only a few wells and important vertical variability of the sand proportion. It may also help in identifying limits in environments where the lateral continuity of facies is limited, such as in fluvial systems.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new tool for automatically determining sedimentary units from well data is presented and tested on synthetic and field data. The proposed methodology is based on the GHC algorithm applied to a discretized display of the vertical variability of the proportions of lithofacies in wells using VPC. Elementary successive VPC intervals are iteratively merged into a decreasing number of units using the modified Ward linkage criteria (called Ward +), which ensures consistency in the stratigraphic order of the cluster units. The evolution of the cluster dissimilarity index enables visually choosing the number of cluster units that are the most contrasted in terms of the sand proportion (based on the first larger increase in the dissimilarity index).
The results from the synthetic cases (three to five units with low or high contrast between sand units) indicate that the application of the GHC ward+ method to the threedimensional simulated blocks or a set of extracted wells succeeds in recognizing quite accurately the simulated units when the sand proportion contrast between units exceeds 10%. For lower sand proportion contrasts between units, high amplitude fluctuations in the VPC may be difficult to disentangle from unit limits, particularly with a limited set of data. However, as shown in the five units' synthetic case study, a smaller set of wells can yield better results than a larger one.
Similarly, the results from the field data (Loranca fan) are in agreement with the field interpretation and do not depend on the VPC discretization interval (varying between 0.25 and 1 m). The top limits of the lower cluster units are slightly lower than the field ones, suggesting that within an interval of 5 m, the limit should be placed at the first pedogenic horizon associated with the interval containing the lacustrine beds.
The optimal number of units corresponds most often to the first large increase in the dissimilarity index and could be easily automated. However, when the sand proportion contrast is low between units or a low number of wells and a complex stratigraphic architecture exist, the number of units may be found at lower levels of dissimilarity. Further work is to be conducted to adapt the interpretation of the dissimilarity index owing to the well density and complexity of the stratigraphic architecture.
The GHC ward+ method could also be very useful to test several flattening options (e.g., choosing the best reference surface that provides the most contrasted units). An extension of the GHC ward+ method to several variables should also be investigated to use the full potential of the GHC method. Such an extension would help in identifying contrasts or trends in the sand proportion that are associated with grain size, mineralogical, or physical properties. It would also be very interesting to extend the method to reconstruct three-dimensional unit surfaces.
